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SUSY with “stable” particles 

There are a number of new physics scenarios which predict the 
existence of new heavy quasi-stable charged particles. One such 
theoretical scenario is “split supersymmetry” [N. Arkani-Hamed and S. 
Dimopoulos, JHEP 0506 (2005) 073].  

Just like in many more traditional supersymmetric models, in split 
SUSY, copious gluino production is expected at the LHC via gg  
g~g~ with rates approaching 1 Hz (at design luminosity) for the 
lightest gluino masses. Unlike traditional SUSY, however, there is a 
very large mass splitting between the new scalars and new fermions 
from which the theory gets its name. Gluinos can thus only decay 
through a highly virtual squark. The lifetime of the gluino can thus be 
quite long; the gluino may well be stable on typical LHC experimental 
timescales. Existing experimental constraints on the value of this 
lifetime are weak. 



How to look for such particles ? 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If long-lived gluinos are produced at CMS, they will hadronize into ~gg; 
~gqq; ~gqqq states which are collectively known as “R-hadrons”.  
In analogy with their mesonic and baryonic counterparts some of these 
gluino bound states will be charged whilst others will be neutral. Those 
which are charged will lose energy via ionization as they traverse the 
CMS detector.  

 Some of them escape the detector as “heavy muons” , caracterized by 
“low” beta hence large ionization and “out of time”.- Search for slow 
and highly ionizing particles. 

If energy loss is sufficient to bring a significant fraction of the produced 
particles to rest inside the CMS detector volume, they will decay 
seconds, day, or weeks later inside the detector . These decays will be 
out-of-time with respect to LHC collisions and may well occur at times 
when there are no collisions (e.g. beam gaps) or when there is no beam 
in the LHC machine (e.g. interfill period)  Search for decays in 
ainticoincidence with beam. 



References 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“Stable Gluino” 
http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/EXO-08-003-pas.pdf 

Stopped Gluino 
http://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/EXO-09-001-pas.pdf 



What happens to these particle interacting with matter 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There are no experimental data ! 

A model has been developed in R.Mackeprang and A.Rizzi Eur. Phys. J 50 
353-362 (2007)  

 Essentially the heavy ( few 100 GeV mass) gluino closes the color lines 
with ordinary colored matter (g, q). It behaves like Heavy Atoms in matter 
and the loosely bound quarks and gluons can be exchanged in interaction 
with matter. So the R-hadron changes charge from neutral to charged, to 
multiple charged. R-Barions, that do not have anti-quark, are more “stable” 
than R-Mesons. 



Search for stopped gluinos 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There are two competing effects: The gluinos production (εσ L) that 
increase the stopped gluinos density and the decay , whose rate is 
proportional to the density itself. This implies that one reaches a 
saturation level  when enough gluinos have been stopped that the 
decay rate equals the production rate. The saturation density is  εσ 
Lτ.  
Here ε is the stopping efficiency and τ is the lifetime. 



Where do they stop in CMS ? 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Stopping efficiency will be function of the beta 
at production (dE/dx) and particles will stop in 
the dense part of the detector. 



Stopping efficiency 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Do you know what 
drives the shape of 
this curve ? 



Decay of the R-Hadron 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How do we detect the R-Hadron decay ? 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Energy deposited in the Hadron 
calorimeter barrel as function of the 
radial coordinate of the stopped 
gluino. 

HB EB 



How to detect R-Hadron decay ? 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Stopped gluinos 

More than 5 GeV in any calorimeter 

More than 5 GeV in both calorimeters 
Less than 5 GeV in any calorimeter 

Conclusion: Trigger on > 5 GeV in HCAL will be reasonably efficient 



Trigger Rate 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What is important when evaluating the trigger is its rate on the background 
and not on the signal. In this case (no beam) the rate can be measured in the 
events collected by CMS during the CRAFT Run (Cosmic ray). 

CRAFT data Signal MC 

RATE EFFICIENCY 



When to Trigger ? 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The trigger is applied in anticoincidence with the beam. After the beam 
has been dumped (inter-fill) but also in the beam gaps during the run 

27 gaps of  t_gap=  0.2 µs :   5.4 µs 
11 gaps of  t_gap=  1 µs :  11 µs           ~20 µs ~ 20% 
1 gap of  t_gap=  3 µs :    3 µs 



Background effects 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HCAL NOISE: The principal bkg 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HLT for beam gap trigger 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HLT Trigger rate and efficiency 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CRAFT DATA SIGNAL MONTECARLO 



Offline Analysis 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The offline cuts are based on the signal shape from the HCAL output and 
on reconstructing and rejecting cosmic muons crossing the detector Again 
they have been measured on the CRAFT data 



Does the efficiency depends on the gluino/neutralino 
mass ? 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Data taking mode 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In order to evaluate discovery reach we need a model. In a very crude way 
we assume that we run for 12 h at constant luminosity L and that we have 
12h of interfill. 

Dependence of the signal counting rate on the lifetime for the experiment 
done in the beam gaps. 

The beam gaps have length from 0.2 µs to 3 µs. If the lifetime is much 
smaller than 0.2 µs the signal will not be observed. If the lifetime τ is in 
the range from some µs to say 100 sec , the saturation level will be 
reached very quickly after the start of the run and data will be recorded 
for time intervals (gaps) much smaller than the lifetime. The rate will be 
the 
 RATE = Gluino density * t_gap/τ. 

Since the Gluino density (εσLτ) is proportional to the lifetime, the rate is 
constant independently  of the lifetime.  



Dependence of the reach on the Luminosity 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This is a special experiment, since the signal rate changes linear with the 
luminosity while the background does not depend on the luminosity. 
The sensitivity, i.e. the capability to see a signal above the expected 
background, is  

while in searches that have beam induced background the sensitivity 
scales as 



Reach at L=1032 cm-2 sec-1 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same sensitivity from 1 msec to 1 h 

sensitivity decreases 
when τ becomes similar 
to t_gap 

Get contribution 
from beam and 
inter fill run 



Reach at L=1031 cm-2 sec-1 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The sensitivity decreases by a factor of 10 and here I quote the 3 sigma 
instead of the 5 sigma 



Dependence on gluino and neutralino masses 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Systematic uncertainties 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R-Hadron as a “Stable Particle” 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The R-hadron produced in the collision will cross the CMS apparatus 
with large probability (20% only stops). This particle HSCP will look like 
a slow and high momentum muon (β=P/E). 

The key element of this analysis is the measurement of the velocity β of 
the HSCP. Two techniques to measure β have been developed, one 
based on time-of-flight measurement by the Drift Tube subsystem of the 
muon detector, and the other using specific ionization in the central 
Tracker detector. 



Triggering on HSCP 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At trigger level, a lepton-like HSCP has a high probability of being 
reconstructed as a muon. Reconstruction can fail, however, if the HSCP is 
too slow. In this case it will reach the muon system out of time with 
respect to typical relativistic muons and therefore would either be 
reconstructed in the wrong bunch crossing or fail to be reconstructed at all 
because of quality cuts imposed by the Level-1 Trigger (L1) or High Level 
Trigger (HLT) algorithms. In the case of R-hadrons, reconstruction in the 
muon system is expected to be even more problematic due to the charge-
flipping effect, especially in the iron yoke or calorimeters. 

HSCPs can also give rise to a sizeable missing energy, unless back-to-
back pair production cancels out individual contributions. The missing 
energy trigger neither suffers from the timing issues described above, nor 
does it depend on whether HSCPs are reconstructed successfully 
as muons because muons are not expected to be considered in the 
missing energy estimate at trigger level. 



Timing in the CMS muon system 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staggered cells 

A particles crossing 
the detector out of 
time will produce a 
zig-zag pattern , 
imposing it to be a 
straight line one 
measures the time of 
crossing and hence 
β 



dE/dx in the Tracker 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The CMS silicon tracker is able to measure the energy deposited by each hit 
(analog readout). After proper normalization this can be transformed into a dE/
dx measurement. A track is typically associated with  15 hits thus giving a 
good estimate of the Most Probable Value (MPV) dE/dx . Since the ionization 
MPV depends on the β of the particle with an approximately 
β2 dependence in the region 0.1 < β < 0.8 - 0.9, we measure β from dE/dx . 

Where K can be calibrated using proton tracks 



Result 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Systematic Uncertainty 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• Trigger efficiency – One can compare the two triggers and study the 
relative efficiency 

•  Tails in the beta distribution of DT and Tracker (can be measured in the 
data) 



Result 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